The Gentle Art of Blessing with
Pierre Pradervand
at the Living Harmony Centre in Gaberje, Lendava, 9220, Slovenia
2-3 April 2011, Introductory public talk Friday 1st April at 7.30pm

Change your life and the life of others forever by learning this gentle yet powerful
process using blessing as a tool for healing. Join Pierre Pradervand who has already
inspired and transformed the lives of thousands around the world and be prepared to
both laugh with and be moved to tears by him.
(h#p://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WegAgepCYfo )
The Gentle Art of Blessing will enable you to
open your heart to heal at all levels, be it physical, emotional or spiritual
spread an atmosphere of kindness, peace and healing wherever you go
reverse negative energy, whatever its source
feel empowered
attract goodness, joy and love into your own and the life of others
experience a greater sense of Oneness with all life

Pierre Pradervand has worked, travelled and lived for decades in over 40 countries of the five continents. In the
last 19 years, he started focusing on writing and running his personal development courses. His main aim is to make the
world into one that works for all. In this spirit, he launched, with a friend, in early 2009 the new Blessing Circles for world
healing (already active in five countries). Thousands already know his regular review column in Cygnus Magazine and
his book “The Gentle Art of Blessing”, which won the 2010 Gold Nautilus Award for Best Spirituality Book. It teaches how
to develop a down-to-earth approach to applied spirituality, a deep and lasting calm, tools to ground one’s spiritual
practice in everyday life, and methods to explore the power of positive expectations and unconditional love.
The aim of the workshop is to allow you to develop simply an awareness that is constantly centered in love, even
in the most trying circumstances. Pierre will present his discovery of blessing as a tool for healing and its worldwide
impact (including physical healing) and will teach you the importance of loving oneself, the practice of blessing as
gratitude, and the great Cosmic Yes. He will also teach you how to create and run a blessing circle in your locality. He
will use simple and powerful exercises and meditations throughout to lead you through the process of opening yourself
to healing and blessing.

Price: Workshop: £180.00 (including £10 for Friday Evening introductory public talk)
Venue: The Living Harmony Centre in Slovenia, purposefully designed and
harmonised to facilitate self-growth and spiritual development (see website)
Board: £130 for three nights Dinner, B+B (sharing)at the harmonised centre
accommodation(limited numbers), delicious vegetarian food.
Additional accommodation (POA) will be arranged at a friendly local hotel.
Flights and Airport transfers extra (Cheap flights with Easyjet from London Gatwick to Zagreb) Fly out
on Friday 1st and back Monday 4th, or stay an extra day to visit nearby sacred sites.
Deposit: £100 to The Living Harmony Foundation sent to address below or by bank transfer.
Booking and further information: contact Viviane Fingerhut at info@livingharmony.co.uk,
or on 00 44 20 8958 1740 or in Slovenia, Davor Dolencic on 041 740 276
Book early to avoid disappointment!
'To bless,' says Pierre, 'means to wish, unconditionally and from the deepest chamber of your heart,
unrestricted good for others and events. To bless is to acknowledge the omnipresent, universal
beauty hidden from material eyes; it is to activate that law of attraction which, from the furthest
reaches of the universe, will bring into your life exactly what you need to experience and enjoy.'
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